Investigating the Role of Specific Tear Film Lipids Connected to Dry Eye Syndrome: A Study on O-Acyl-ω-hydroxy Fatty Acids and Diesters.
Dry eye syndrome (DES) is a prevalent disease in which the tear film homeostasis is compromised. One of the main causes of DES is thought to be an alteration in the composition of the outermost layer of the tear film, the tear film lipid layer (TFLL), resulting in an increased evaporation of water from the tear film and subsequent drying of the ocular surface. Recent studies have suggested that the specific TFLL lipids, namely, O-acyl-ω-hydroxy fatty acids (OAHFAs) and diesters (DiEs), may play a role in the development of DES. However, their specific connection to DES has remained largely unknown until now because of the lack of information on their biophysical properties and their role in the TFLL. Herein, we have addressed this issue by studying the biophysical properties and evaporation resistance of a library containing 10 synthetic analogues of TFLL OAHFAs and DiEs. Our results show how the variations of chain length and polar groups affect the phase behavior of these lipids at the tear film surface. In addition, the results revealed that the OAHFAs exhibiting a liquid-expanded to solid phase transition formed films with high evaporation resistance, whereas the DiEs were found to have no evaporation resistance. Altogether, our results shed new light on the role of the OAHFAs and DiEs in the TFLL and their connection to DES, suggesting that OAHFAs are likely a key lipid class in maintaining the TFLL evaporation resistance.